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Eterra Auger Attachments are versatile, reliable, and easy to maintain when they 
require it. Versatile: How is an auger attachment versatile? The answer is simple. How 
many auger systems for skid steers or excavators can allow the operator to remove 
stumps, earth drill, rock drill, and even mix cement? The Eterra auger attachments can. 
Eterra Auger Drives come with a 5-year warranty against shaft pull out and are built to 
provide the torque you need to keep working, but to keep working you need a system 
that will last. Look no further than Eterra.

MODELS
ET-ML-2500
ET-2500-100
ET-3500-100
ET-4500-100

Features: 
- Use cement mixer bowls, a full range of earth and rock auger bits as well as stump planer bits.
- This attachment is designed, manufactured and made in the USA.
- If you add another machine to your job, don’t worry because this attachment is cross compatible.
- Bolt on plate system allows for the standard quick attach or excavator coupler and plate to be 
mounted. 
- Polyester powder coat finish gives our Auger the glimmer and protection against the elements that it 
deserves.
- Attachment plates are available for most mini skid steer, all skid steer loaders, and most excavators.
- Hoses are protected by a balistic nylon. Flat faced couplers are used standard across all products.
- Hitting tools are manufactured professionally out of hardened steel materials.

Auger Earth Drilling Attachments

ETERRA Augers
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Anti-Pullout shaft makes this hydraulic 
gear drive very resilient. 
Easy exchanges between machines.

Rotate the mount for use with our 
Cement Mixer bowl (180 Gal.).

Multi-machine use design incorporates 
bolt-on plate system.

Auger Earth Drills

See the Video Online!

Add a Stump Planer bit to your Eterra Auger 
attachment for even more productivity.
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 Our Auger Bits use HD 2” Hex Shafts and 5/16” Auger Flighting

Planer


